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Abstract 

The digitalization of industrial processes together with the broad integration of IoT infrastructures across production systems, are 

drastically impacting manufacturing value chains and the business models built on the top of them. Starting from the idea of 

dematerializing production resources and of embracing servitization, this paper describes the architecture behind a platform in the 

Manufacturing as a Service (MaaS) domain, creating an ecosystem that acts as a virtual marketplace bringing un-exploited production 

capacity, as well as other virtual and physical assets, closer to the production demand, to obtain their optimal matching. The platform 

creates a direct connection among manufacturing services providers, the technologies they integrate, and the products/resources 

customers are looking for. As the measurement of the sustainability performances of products and companies is a relevant element in 

the service/product selection process, the platform supports the automated acquisition of manufacturing data, their elaboration through 

an LCA based engine and the aggregation into indicators. Such indicators are used to sort suppliers into the sustainability perspective 

and/or provide means of communication of impacts generated by manufacturing. As a data rich platform, it integrates the 

INTERNATIONAL DATA SPACES (IDS) connector to link different entities through secure exchange and trusted sharing of data, 

thus supporting data sovereignty. The integration of the IDS reference architecture forms the basis for data privacy and security offering 

trust between platform participants and guaranteeing for data creators, respect to who is using their data, for how long, for which 

application, how many times and according to which terms & conditions.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. International Data Spaces Approach to Industrial data management 

Servitization is nowadays a common trend adopted by companies active in a wide range of industrial sectors that 

shifted income generation from the sale of the physical products to charging customers for the availability of a service 

or functionality that the product bring forth [1]. This paradigm applies both to consumer as well as to capital goods, as 

companies are more and more willing to sell (and buy) manufacturing capacity instead of new equipment, making the 

Manufacturing as a Service (MaaS) paradigm arise. To fully achieve the MaaS paradigm, aggregation and information 

sharing point are required to give visibility to the manufacturing capacity that any company may want to make available 

at any location and field [2]. Digital platforms have been showing the potential of addressing this need by creating the 

digital ecosystems able to matchmake needs of customers and suppliers globally and across multiple sectors [3], [5], 

fostering the shift of company business models towards the service oriented approach [6], [7].  

As digital industrial platforms manage an extensive amount of customers’ and suppliers’ data to provide value-

added services [8], the trust in the infrastructure supporting the secure management of data becomes instrumental to 

platform acceptance. In fact, although there are very good examples of how the exchange of data between business 

ecosystems can work, the overwhelming majority of businesses are still struggling with the uncertainty around technical 

and legal issues, as well as with actual technical and legal barriers [9]. The uncertainty showed by companies in 

managing the transition towards the data economy is also reflected by very limited initiatives supporting a univocal, 

technology-based approach to trust and security management in data transfer within value networks.  

In this context, an outstanding experience is represented by the Industrial Data Space (IDS) [10], i.e. an initiative 

driven forward by Fraunhofer, together with over 60 key industrial players, that makes digital sovereignty over 

industrial data and trust in data sharing, key issues addressed by their reference architecture model. The IDS aims at 

creating a virtual data space that leverages existing standards and technologies, to facilitate the secure and standardized 

exchange and easy linkage of data in a trusted business ecosystem, providing a basis for cross-company business 

processes, while guaranteeing data sovereignty for the participating data owners. The developed Reference Architecture 

Model, as well as the designed communication interfaces are meant to establish an international standard which 

considers the following user requirements: 
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 Trust: at the basis of IDS, trust is supported by a comprehensive identity management focusing on the identification 

of participants and providing information about the participant based on the organizational evaluation. 

 Security and data sovereignty: Components of the IDS rely on current security measures, more a data owner in the 

Industrial Data Space attaches usage restriction information to its data before it is transferred to a data consumer. The 

data consumer may use this data only if it fully accepts the data owner’s usage policy.  

 Ecosystem of data: The IDS architecture pursues the idea of decentralization of data storage, which means that data 

physically remains with the respective data owner until it is transferred to a trusted party.  

 Standardized interoperability: The IDS Connector (communication interface to other participants in the network), is 

implemented in different variants and vendors, still being able to communicate with every other connector.  

 Value adding apps: The IDS enables app injection to connectors to add services on top of the pure data exchange. This 

includes services for data processing as well as the alignment of data formats and data exchange protocols, but also 

enables analytics on data by the remote execution of algorithms.  

 Data markets: The Industrial Data Space enables the creation of novel, data-driven services that make use of data 

apps, also fostering new business models. 

One of the most interesting aspect about the IDS business reference architecture is the opportunity to support multiple 

implementations and to combine them with open source enablers. One of the currently more accredited implementations 

of the IDS reference architecture is carried out using the Generic Enablers provided by the FIWARE architecture[11]. 

FIWARE is an open source initiative defining a universal set of standards for context data management which facilitate 

the development of Smart Solutions for different domains. In particular it covers the need to gather and manage context 

information, processing that information and informing external actors, enabling them to actuate and therefore alter or 

enrich the current context. This is managed by the FIWARE Generic Enablers that constitute a set of building blocks that 

offer reusable and common shared functions to be deployed in multiple use cases. The FIWARE Foundation is working 

towards making sure that core FIWARE Generic Enablers can be integrated together to build a valid open source 

implementation of the IDS Architecture. Both organizations are collaborating on the development of domain data models 

and communicating about the development of their respective specifications and architectures to keep them compatible. 

1.2. Lifecycle assessment in the IoT domain 

In the challenge of transforming manufacturing towards a low-carbon, resource efficient and sustainable economy, 

the European manufacturing sector is undergoing a process of evolution impacting the way products are manufactured, 

supplied and sold [12]. Advancements in the context of the Industry 4.0 framework provide relevant opportunities for 

achieving sustainable manufacturing [13] by providing sustainability-oriented organization with the technological 

enablers addressing the efficient management of products, materials, energy, water and wastes [13]. On the other end, 

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) provides a widely accepted methodology able to assesses the environmental impacts 

throughout a product life cycle [14], and exploit the acquired data to address process optimization or sustainability 

impact communication[15]. The measurement of the sustainability performances of products and companies has been 

largely recognized as a focal pre-requisite for the actual translation of these strategies into operations. For these reasons, 

proper metrics must be adopted enabling the standardized calculation of appropriate indicators measuring the 

environmental performances at product and company levels. Monitored data empower: performance optimization, 

support to guarantee standardization and legal compliance, sustainability communication and marketing [16], 

[17].Enabling the possibility to uniquely identify and track everything, anywhere, and anytime, the emergence of 

Internet of Things (IoT) and Digital Twin concepts introduce a further level of detail of the assessment focus that is the 

lot-wise or batch-wise evaluation. This is meant to address a single product produced in a specific moment, following a 

specific manufacturing path [18]. Traditional LCA methodologies provide average values not keeping into account each 

item performances; this means that a product or a batch processed in a given production line results in a set of pre-

calculated (and average) impacts. Should users monitor sustainability performances of each single batch, they would 

also be able to dramatically increase the amount of information used to improve the overall performances of a company 

or to be communicated to their customers. However, the acquisition of Lifecycle data (Lifecycle Inventory) is 

universally recognized as the most time- and resource-consuming phase in the whole LCA implementation path [19], 

and data gathering from the different entities along the supply chain is probably the most critical issue to be solved, also 

considering that completeness and quality of gathered data is fundamental for the reliability and repeatability of the 

calculated impacts [19]. The coordinated but automatic collection of sustainability-related data coming directly from 

single production machines and lines of the supply chain via IoT, or coming from the simulation performed within the 

Digital Twin environment or, again, from other company software, is meant to drastically reduce the time needed to 

obtain a reliable and real-time evaluation of the single item and/or of the entire supply chain.  

Beyond the technical possibilities brought by the applications of IoTs in the acquisition of lifecycle data, the calculation 

and communication of sustainability data is still perceived by companies as a critical domain. Because industrial processes 

are typically undertaken in a competitive economic context, preventing potential competitors from learning sensitive 

information about their activities remains of paramount importance. At the same time, many different kinds of 

organizations are motivated to make public disclosures about their environmental performance [20]. These motivations 

inspired by regulatory requirements, marketing initiatives, or as part of a broader project of corporate sustainability 



Moving towards a digital economy, where industrial services are accessed by means of digital platforms and cloud 

based solutions, it becomes of paramount importance to create sound methodologies and tools able to manage data 

transactions through trust based mechanisms. This is expected to improve propension of industrial firms to make use of 

sensible data generated internally and elaborated by means of external platforms. 

In this paper we propose a methodology to support the calculation and exploitation of LCA data by guaranteeing the 

maintenance of data sovereignty by integrating the IDS approach. The calculated LCA data are used as indicators 

supporting ranking of suppliers while assessing requests for quotations on a MaaS platform (MANU-SQUARE 

platform). Hereinafter a brief introduction of the platform is described together with its basic architecture. Two 

evolutions of the architecture are thus provided, both integrating the IDS approach, the first exploiting the platform for 

sustainability data calculation, the latter demanding LCA calculation to a self-standing LCA tool deployed in the factory 

environment, thus enabling to store all the sensible data, locally in the factory.  

2. Implementation of IDS policies in a MAAS digital platform  

2.1. Introduction to the MANU-SQUARE platform  

The purpose of the MANU-SQUARE platform is to allow any company to increase its level of machinery employment 

by sharing its production capacity within a network of companies. Resource finding & sharing is the platform service 

which allows users to share underexploited manufacturing capacities, capabilities, know-how, technology and by-

products. To address this service, the platform enables customers to define request for quotations (RFQ) for the production 

of components matching the mentioned underused production capacity. The input data defining the RFQ are processed 

by a matchmaking tool that carries out the selection of a set of suppliers who can carry out the project, according with 

parameters defined by the customer (price, quality, sustainability). Subsequently, the platform enriches the supplier's data 

with a company sustainability calculation to make the customer more aware of the impact of his choice. The platform 

shares a Request for Quotation with a set of suppliers providing all the information needed to calculate the cost of 

production. The customer will receive offers from all suppliers that comply with the specific requests and can start with 

each of them a series of communications to clarify all possible outstanding points before a decision can be made. 

In order to select qualified candidates for the implementation of the customer's project, several customers’ and suppliers’ 

information is required, some of it sensitive. Focussing on the sustainability aspect alone, there is a risk that this 

information will not be recorded by the supplier for two main reasons: 

 the supplier does not want to share information about its environmental impact with an external platform [9]. 

 the probability of being selected for an assignment could not be perceived as a sufficient incentive to cover the costs 

of entering the necessary data into the platform. The technological costs related with the integration of the used system 

in order to share data is perceived as a barrier[9]. 

In order to mitigate the negative impacts of the two points described above, in the following chapter the current 

architecture of the platform is described, two evolutions to make the platform complainant with the IDS approach are 

then designed. 

2.2. MANU-SQUARE platform reference architecture 

The MANU-SQUARE platform architecture is composed by four architectural layers respectively covering: (i) web 

portal; (ii) business processes execution; (iii) tools orchestration (iv) data storage and management Fig.  1. 

The web portal is the access point for customers and suppliers to all the available functionalities provided by the 

platform. The web portal will be in communication with the business layer, represented by the Gateway Orchestrator, 

component that has the task of implementing the processes made available to the platform's stakeholders, behaving like 

a Mediator to a) reduce the close coupling between a series of services that interact with each other b) change the 

interaction between a set of services independently.  

The gateway orchestrator interfaces directly with the tool layer, composed by independent tools, each responsible for 

covering one of the functionalities provided by the MANU-SQUARE platform e.g. the sustainability assessment layer, 

with regard to the sustainability calculation. This tool aims to provide indications of the sustainability of the process, or 

of the set of processes necessary for the realization of the customer's project. The final result that the sustainability layer 

elaborates is an environmental impact value that will be used in the ranking of the various suppliers.  

The tools layer is constantly in communication with the ecosystem data manager that with the semantic infrastructure 

will represent the data layer. The Ecosystem Data Manager behaves like a Facade with the aim of a) to make a complex 

subsystem easier to use, a simple interface should be provided for a set of interfaces in the subsystem b) minimize the 

dependencies on a subsystem. It has the task of regulating access to both the Blockchain and the Semantic 

Infrastructure. Logically, the Blockchain platform will be both in tools and in data layer level. This is due to the fact 

that Blockchain allows to schedule and execute functionalities (smart contracts) similarly to what is done in a tool, and 

to save transactions executed in a particular type of persistence with special features such as immutability and 

decentralization. In order to provide easier access to the functionality of the Blockchain its access is mediated by the 

Ecosystem Data Manager.  



 

 

Fig.  1: High level schema of MANU-SQUARE operation 

The last component that is present in the architecture under the Ecosystem Data Manager is the Semantic Infrastructure. 

This is the infrastructure that allows to organize the platform data on the basis of a semantic data model. In this way it is 

possible to create a network of connected data belonging to a domain and connectable to other datasets related to other 

domains in the platform, facilitating semantic searches by applying inference rules. 

2.3. Evolving the MANU-SQAURE architecture towards data sovereignty in sustainability assessment 

The MANUSQUARE platform represents the base on which the here proposed solutions leverage on. For most 

business applications, and therefore for the MANUSQUARE platform as well, a secure transfer of data from companies 

to applications in the cloud is a crucial issue. The Industrial Data Space goes in this sense: it represents a virtual data 

space leveraging existing standards and technologies, as well as accepted governance models for the data economy, to 

facilitate the secure and standardized exchange and linkage of data in a trusted business ecosystem. It thereby provides a 

basis for smart service scenarios and innovative cross-company business processes, while at the same time making sure 

data sovereignty is guaranteed for the participating data owners. 

The Reference Architecture, depicted in Fig.  2- left, has been formalized adapting the IDS reference architecture 

model [10] towards the context here proposed. This architecture aims to describe the involved key components and their 

interactions. Practically, the Industrial Data Space consists of a set of certified components, here named as connectors, 

that implement data endpoints at the sites of data providers and data consumers. Companies represent the data owners 

which hold all legal rights of, and has complete control over, their data. According to the IDS approach, a participant 

acting as a Data Owner, usually assumes the role of the Data Provider as well. The Data Provider makes data available 

for being exchanged directly with the Data Consumer, here depicted by the MANUSQUARE Platform, which may 

request data directly from the Data Provider. Similar to the Data Owner being the entity that has the legal control over 

its data, the IDS reference architecture formalizes the concept of Data User as the entity which has the legal right to use 

the exchanged data as specified by the usage policy. As often happens in most cases, even in this one the Data User 

coincides with the Data Consumer. The MANUSQUARE platform assumes also the role of Identity Provider which is 

the entity meant to create, maintain, manage and validate identity information of and for participants in the Industrial 

Data Space in order to avoid un-authorized data access. According to the reference architecture presented above, a 

connector represents a core part needed for the interaction between companies and the MANUSQUARE platform. A 

connector is mainly meant to regulate the management of the data transfers from and/or to a peer connector, according 

to these following possible configurations: (i) the Company connector uploads data from the local site, transfers the data 

to the receiving connector, at MANUSQUARE platform side, which downloads data to its local site. In this case the 

companies represent the data providers and the MANUSQUARE platform the data consumer. (ii) Once the MANU-

SQUARE platform receives data from companies, it may use them to perform LCA and results can be, in turn, sends 

back to the company which downloads data to its local site. In this case the MANU-SQUARE platform represents the 

data provider and companies the data consumers. In order to better understand the nature of the interactions between 

entities contextualized in the MANUSQUARE project, the following paragraphs are meant to describe in details how 

the MANUSQUARE platform adapts itself according to different situations and how it behaves as a Data Consumer 

and/or Data provider. The proposed solutions assume that the MANUSQUARE platform, as Data Consumer, knows a 

priori all available Data Providers at companies’ side. That means connectors don’t need to discover a suited Data 

Provider by involving, for instance, an IDS Broker Service Provider[10]. Thus, the Data Consumer can configure its 

Connector to be directly connected with the corresponding Connector of the Data Provider. 



 

Fig.  2: IDS based MANU-SQUARE reference architecture (left); Scenario 1: LCA as a service using IoT input data (right) 

2.4. SCENARIO 1: LCA as a service provided by MANUSQUARE using IoT input data through the IDS approach 

This scenario has to be seen as the first approach of the MANUSQUARE platform towards the IDS principles. The 

Fig.  2 – right, moves the focus onto the Sustainability Assessment Tool as service provided by the MANUSQUARE 

platform. Companies gather data from the IoT devices, scattered around the factory, by using for example a FIWARE-

based architecture. Those data can be used directly by the LCA, service provided by the MANUSQUARE platform, 

with the aim to evaluate the sustainability aspects of the factory. The assessment results, calculated by the sustainability 

engine, can be both sent back to the companies and also stored locally into the semantic infrastructure by passing 

through the Ecosystem Data Manager. The access, both of the IoT data and also of the sustainability assessment, can be 

regulated according to the IDS policies. Thus, according to this scenario, the Sustainability Assessment Tool, as part of 

MANUSQUARE platform, can handle two types of interactions: (i) the Sustainability Assessment Tool is the Data 

Consumer which requests IoT data to the companies and uses them for assessing the sustainability. The process shown 

in Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata. describes in details, task by task, the interactions between the 

Sustainability Assessment Tool and the involved company responsible for gathering IoT data. (ii) Once the assessment 

has been successfully completed, the Sustainability Assessment Tool can provide the calculated results to the involved 

companies. In this case the Sustainability Assessment Tool becomes the Data Provider and companies become the 

consumers. 

Data usage policy information is an important element of legal agreements and its handling is shown in detail in the 

Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.. Usage policies are extracted from the request result, to be 

provided to the Sustainability Assessment Tool (in this case with a role of Data Consumer), described in the figure 

below as “IoT Data + Processes”. In an automated negotiation process performed by the participating Connectors, the 

Sustainability Assessment Tool (as Data Consumer) and companies (as Data Providers) need to agree on a data usage 

policy. If an agreement has been reached, this policy is instantiated and deployed inside both Connectors. The company 

then sends IoT Data, accompanied by all need data, to the Sustainability Assessment Tool. 

2.5. SCENARIO 2: Self-standing local LCA calculation for feeding the MANU-SQUARE knowledge-base through the 

IDS approach 

This second scenario represents a further evolution step of the Sustainability Assessment Tool where a company can 

use locally, at factory side, any self-standing tool of LCA and decides, according to the IDS approach, what data share 

with the MANUSQUARE platform. In this case the Sustainability Assessment Tool is a pure data collector of IoT Data 

and sustainability indicators (calculated locally and autonomously by the company) without providing any sustainability 

assessment service. Those data are then passed to the MANUSQUARE platform, according to the established IDS 

policies, and stored into the semantic infrastructure by passing through the Ecosystem Data Manager. Therefore, 

according to the IDS approach, companies represent Data Providers and the Sustainability Assessment Tool is the Data 

Consumer. Why can a company be interested in sharing IoT and sustainability assessment data with the 

MANUSQUARE platform? Simply because a company wants to maintain its traceability within the MANUSQUARE 

platform and to be discoverable according to its sustainability performances, potentially updated in real-time. As 

partially for the previous scenario, a FIWARE-based architecture results to be perfect both for managing IoT data and 

also for providing a way to be interfaced with external applications like a LCA tool. 

3. Conclusions 

In this paper we presented the architecture behind a MaaS platform and its evolution towards an IDS based management 

of data in the acquisition and elaboration of LCA indicators. The two solutions provided are meant to provide an adequate 



level of flexibility to companies interested to join the MANU-SQUARE ecosystem while willing to maintain ownership 

and sovereignty on the data used for the calculation of their environmental indexes. As a reference implementation in the 

LCA domain, the architecture can be easily extended to third party services that companies can exploit on the MANU-

SQAURE platform or inside their premises. Next steps will consider the implementation of the designed evolutionary 

architecture through FIWARE Generic Enablers and an extensive testing of their functionalities.  
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